Introduction
Nowadays, most of us can enjoy high fidelity music sources by digitalized sound media. Once a music signal is digitalized, it can be easily saved on computers and distributed through the internet without any distortion. Moreover, exact copies of the original music signals can also be produced very easily. Though there are great advantages in digitalized media, copyrights for digital media might be easily evaded through unauthorized copying. In this sense, developing copyright protection schemes for digital arts is an important task. A simple protection method would just add a special code as a header to the data. However, once the header part is known, the special code can be easily removed. Unlike this scheme, digital watermarking is more promising since it could embed a code into the data in a form hardly perceived by listeners and difficult to be removed by copyright pirates.
In the digital watermarking of music signals, most known techniques exploit characteristics of the human auditory system. For example, in a method proposed by Bender [1] , a masking property is utilized to embed a watermark. The watermark is embedded in a form of single echo and enclosed under the masking threshold level in both the temporal and the frequency domains. We can detect this watermark by observing the embedded gain or delay of the echo from the watermarked signal. A watermarking method based on spread spectrum technology has also been proposed [2] . With the spread spectrum technology, a watermark is transformed into broadband spread noise below noticeable level. Subsequently, the two above mentioned methods were combined and optimized in such a way that a watermark is spread over the time axis to form multiple echos [3] .
These methods, however, basically assume the use of nonblind detection methods. This means that the original signal is needed as a reference to detect the watermark. We have previously proposed a new watermarking technique based on periodical phase shifts of host music signals which enables blind detection of the watermark [4] .
Encoding scheme
There have been many studies on detection of phase modulation [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , their main points being as follows:
. In a completely stable music signal, we cannot detect the change of the waveform based on phase modulation.
This means that the absolute phase is hard to detect. . In a complex tone signal, if the phase modulation changes the signal's envelope, we can detect the change of waveforms. This is valid even if the signals have the same power spectrum. . We can detect the interaural phase difference at frequencies lower than about 1.3 kHz. In our proposed method, the periodical phase shift, which is referred to as ''phase rotation'' in this paper, is applied to high frequency components of a host music signal as a carrier to embed a watermark [4] . Basically, same watermarks are embedded into each channel of a signal. However, embedding different watermarks between each channels, it will make the signals carry more information. This phase rotation is realized by using a time-variant all-pass filter. The rationale of this approach is based on the fact that the human auditory system is insensitive to the absolute phase.
In this paper, we assume that bits of digitalized authority data are assigned to two phase rotation frequencies as is the case in frequency shift keying. Thus, according to a predefined baud rate and a periodic function that defines the time course of the phase shift, watermarks are embedded by using periodically variant all-pass filters as depicted in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , when embedding the binary data ''0,'' the timevariant all-pass filter with a rotation frequency of f 0 is selected. In the case of ''1,'' the time-variant all-pass filter with a rotation frequency of f 1 is selected. The detection threshold of the distortion caused by this phase modulation, on the other hand, might depend on the rotation frequency. A preliminary hearing test using an IIR biquad all-pass filter showed that watermarked signals could hardly be perceived when the rotation frequency of the phase shift applied to the sample music signals was lower than about 50 Hz [11] .
3. Detection scheme 3.1. Non-blind detection scheme If the original music signal can be referred to in the detection stage, characteristics of the added phase rotation are easily observed by analyzing their short-time Fourier transform at frequency f at time t as follows: Fig. 1 , must usually be kept unknown from distributors and end-users, in order to protect copyright holders. Detection under such condition is called blind detection. We propose the following blind detection scheme for our proposed watermarking technique. Supposing that an input signal is stable during a certain frame of analysis, arg H in ðf ; tÞ would be shifted proportional to the lapse of time. The difference of arg H w ðf ; tÞ between neighboring frames can, therefore, be expressed by using the difference of arg H out ðf ; tÞ between the corresponding frames and the phase shift caused by time progress as follows:
This function has the same periodicity as that of arg H w ðf ; tÞ. In addition, it can be expressed even if arg H in ðf ; tÞ is excluded. This means the ability of blind detection. Even for a music signal with sufficiently short interval frames, the assumption that an input signal is stable would be valid, at least for some frequency components [13] . Hence, the stability is evaluated for each frequency bin by observing coherency. Phase differences of the bins with coherency beyond a threshold value are used for watermark detection. Since the distribution and the number of frequency bins selected by the stability evaluation change every moment, it is preferable that the characteristics of the phase rotation be similar for all frequency bins. We designed an FIR filter having such characteristics and used it as an all-pass filter for the embedding process. The characteristics of the filter are depicted in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 , T denotes the period of phase rotation.
From the results of preliminary hearing experiments, we found that a large group delay or a temporal steep change of group delay would easily introduce perceivable distortion. Therefore, we designed the filter so as to have the following group delay characteristics:
MCðtÞ (2; 000 f F s =2)
where F r is the rotation frequency, M is the maximum value of the group delay, F s is the sampling frequency and 0 is the initial phase. Remarkable characteristics of this filter include not only a constant zero phase shift for frequency ranges lower than a specific frequency, but also a uniform group delay for frequency ranges over the specific frequency. This allows us to trace the additional phase shift by averaging the shifts obtained in these frequency regions.
A block diagram of the proposed blind detection scheme is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Computer simulation
Performance of the proposed scheme was tested by applying it to some actual music signals. The conditions of the simulations are shown in Table 1 . In these simulations, the phase rotation may change every 1 s. Thus, Coding Baud rate is 1 Baud. From Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , we can see peaks at every 0.1 s lag in its autocorrelation function. This means that the embedded watermark corresponding to the phase rotation of 10 Hz may be detected.
The height of the peaks, however, are not prominent. Optimization of some parameters for detection such as an analysis interval would be further necessary to make the proposed method more practical.
Robustness against compression processing should be tested. Although it is not examined yet, our watermarking scheme is expected to be robust against them, because only stable or primary components are used to detect watermarks while compression processing like MP3 or AAC mainly affects to the non-tonal or masked components.
Conclusion
In this paper, a blind detection scheme for digital audio watermarking of music signals based on the periodical phase shifts was proposed. With this scheme, we succeeded in detecting embedded watermarks without the original signal by pursuing the differences of phases of frequency components having high coherency of neighboring frames. 
